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 Private Listen 

 From the dynamic pulse of the UK's electronic scene, Maice brings forth "Make Love," a 
 testament to his ability to seamlessly blend genres. Skillfully merging techno and tech 

 house underpinnings, the track is enriched with classic house elements and the 
 nuanced infusion of Asian melodies, making it a standout in contemporary electronic 

 music. 

 "Make Love" is further elevated by its compelling vocals, which intertwine effortlessly 
 with robust drops. This synergy encapsulates Maice's dedication to craftsmanship, 

 creating a musical tapestry that resonates deeply with listeners. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdPmrn1f30c3pFirxOTFYghXbRpWp2AO/view?usp=share_link


 Distinct Records, with this release, continues its tradition of curating avant-garde music, 
 while Maice's fresh approach solidifies his position as a rising luminary in the genre. 

 "Make Love" is a significant marker of Maice's trajectory in the music industry, promising 
 a future rich in innovation and captivating soundscapes. 

 Maice Press Shots 

 About Maice 

 Hailing from the UK's eclectic music backdrop, Maice emerges as a beacon of novel sonic 
 adventures. Characterized by powerful crescendos and alluring harmonies, his muse draws 

 deeply from the intricate tapestries of Asian influences. Whether through the deep undertows of 
 Trap, the rhythmic cadence of House, or the hypnotic embrace of techno, Maice's compositions 

 shimmer with originality and flair. 

 Taking cues from seasoned stalwarts of the music realm and having synergized with some of 
 the best in the business, Maice’s sound is both expansive and refreshing. Venturing into the 

 techno arena, he's carving a niche that's both avant-garde and compelling, solidifying his spot 
 as an artist to keep on the radar. 

 With a myriad of releases echoing across the global music landscape, Maice has etched a 
 reputation for groundbreaking sounds. His recent forays signal a shift, masterfully weaving 

 tech-house with subtle garage vibes and evocative melodic strands. 

 As Maice gears up with a slew of new sonic tales waiting in the wings, the future looks 
 luminous. Dive in, let the beats resonate, and experience the evolving soundscape that Maice is 

 pioneering in the electronic realm. 

 Connect with Maice 

 Spotify 
 Instagram 
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